Singapore and the Arctic: Is the Gibraltar of the East Going to
Materialize its Geopolitical Ambitions?

In 1965, Singapore achieved independence after being expelled from the Federation of
Malaysia. Having no natural resources and being one of the smallest countries in the world,
Singapore had to shape itself as a State, regional and global player in order not to become,
like most micro-states, gobbled up by expanding, neighboring states, or an inaudible voice
and non-existing international diplomatic and political structures[1]. To do so, Singapore
saw the action of a team led by one man that directed the country for 25 years, shaped its
political system, diplomacy, economy and society: Lee Kuan Yew[2]. But to understand
Singapore, we must understand its unique conditions that led to a unique economic,
political, diplomatic and social system that drove its survival and, later, prosperity.
Singapore: an “Independent Gibraltar” in Asia
From its British colonial past, Singapore inherited the title of “Gibraltar of the East”, an
analogy based on geographic, strategic and commercial features both cities enjoy[3].
However, Singapore is an independent country which had to reinvent and adapt itself to a
new rising international order, being in a difficult region at the time (and still today): there
was war in Vietnam, Communism in Cambodia and China, unstable political and religious
conditions in Indonesia, and the United States’ military presence in the region. In order to
survive in such a regional context, Singapore crafted what I will call its “Singaporean
Survival” philosophy adopting national and diplomatic core values[4]:
Successful and Vibrant Economy: How?
Not Being a Vassal State: Why?
Friendly to All, Enemy of None: Who?
Global World Governed by the Rule of Law and International Norms: Where and How?
The first core value may be considered as a “How?” in the international relations analysis of
the “Singaporean Survival” philosophy. It is the means for Singapore to achieve primary
survival as a sovereign nation, ensure an income and opportunities for its inhabitants, as
well as ensuring an economic income for the national government with the goal to secure a
political system to run the country. The second core value may be considered as a “Why?”,
as it reflects Singapore’s fears driven by the concept of Westphalian Statehood: not having
full sovereignty within its borders and not having a strong international status. It is a fear
driven by the fact that Singapore is a small nation without resources, and with a small
population[5], meaning it would be relying on other countries to secure its status as a
microstate. The third is a “Who?” in the sense of identity. Singapore had to shape itself as a
nation, implying the creation of an international identity that would fit its regional
geopolitical context and thus avoiding conflict, as it would not be strong enough to be an
international military power. Furthermore, this approach helped Singapore in cooperating
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with everyone and then shape economic partnerships. It is a barrier-free approach to
Liberalism. However, Singapore does not want to have friendly relations at any cost as its
primary interest is its own security[6]. Finally, the fourth component is a “Where and
How?”. This last point reflects Singapore’s ambition to promote freedom and stability to
strengthen its image as a safe State willing to play by the rules. In this sense, this core value
shows Singapore’s faith in peace and international cooperation, promoting international
institutions as the primary international rule to avoid conflicts of interest by promoting the
common international rules for all states and not a particular foreign state’s philosophy.
Singapore and International Relations Theories: the 2-Stroke State
Singapore created, through its philosophy, a development structure for its small nation, in
which we may identify several points:
From Independence to Security and Stability:
As a small State, Singapore may not be able to compete with other States in terms of
military capacity and technology, being rapidly outnumbered and outpowered by larger
States due to its relatively small population (around 5,7 million people), small territory and
therefore limited natural resources. This implies that the realist definition of power given by
Waltz: “size of population and territory, resource endowment, economic capability, military
strength, political stability and competence”[7] is overall not favorable to Singapore. This
means that Singapore had to find new ways of asserting power while still developing such
traditional fields with the development of an army, the implementation of compulsory
military service and a constant progression towards cutting-edge military technology[8].
Therefore, Singapore achieved a version of soft Realism to achieve a primary survival:
despite being small and limited in resources, be consistent, trustworthy, competent, stable
politically, and keep asserting your position in the world as a state[9]. By recognizing its
own features and the regional context in which it had to develop itself, Singapore accepted
the vision of chaos and State-driven interests, starting with its own[10]. This Singaporean
approach targeted the promotion of national wealth through the development of
international cooperation where Singapore would play a key role, trying to be a “necessary,
competent and wealthy” actor on the international scene. In this sense, the goal was the
creation of a strong economy and then transition towards a more liberal approach. The
process was a 2-step one: first reaching security, stability and international recognition, and
then reaching sustainability and prosperity by using its key status to continue running its
economy. I will call this process the 2-Stroke Singaporean Engine: 2 strokes that
complement each other and meant to keep the Singaporean ball of survival rolling while
increasing its wellbeing, international high-level status as an untouchable state, and
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therefore security. A philosophy marked by a progressive mix between realism (dominant at
the beginning of Singapore’s history for its own survival) and liberalism (a philosophy
progressively introduced over time). In this sense, Lee Kuan Yew’s approach to Realism and
political stability was based on a hybrid regime[11] with a dominant – party system, a
political system that still continues today. This political system would help in controlling all
aspects of the State’s development without contestation, building continuity within
government policies and society, with strong measures such as implementing compulsory
military service to raise an army and to limit freedom of press[12]. In this sense, the shift
from Realism to Liberalism is the first of the 2-Stroke Singaporean Engine: materialization
of national effort to secure the international position of the State in a chaotic region with
almost no natural resources but with a high strategic geographic position.

From Security and Sustainability to Sustainability and Prosperity:
The implementation of a strong liberalist approach to economy mixed with an institutionalist
perspective[13] is the second stroke, where Singapore increases its liberal approach by
creating and promoting all the required frameworks and values to enhance its economy and
take the most out of it[14], frameworks based on the analysis of foreign countries and
international companies’ policies[15]. However, the second stroke is still based on soft
Realism, where Liberalism plays a stronger role of catalyst than traditional realist concepts
of power such as military strength by achieving economic capability and, to some extent,
competence. In this sense, Singapore has secured its survival and stability, starting then the
building of a wealthy nation that is meant to be a model of sustainability and prosperity,
attracting two of the core values promoted by Liberalism: investment and free trade.
Singapore progressively achieved this shift, notably with the creation of the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) in 1967[16] and its membership to the General
Agreement on tariffs and Trade in 1973 (that would become later the World Trade
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Organization in 1995)[17]. Therefore, Singapore is promoting a very aggressive form of
Liberalism and Pragmatism[18], supported nationally by a hybrid political regime that is still
meant to achieve, at the same time, a soft form of Realism. An example and cornerstone of
Singapore’s success may be the creation of the Economic Development Board in 1961,
which laid the foundations for the economic development of Singapore through
industrialization and the import of high-level engineering skills[19]. Therefore, this soft form
is diversified in terms of tools used to achieve prosperity while serving the purpose of
strengthening constantly the state of security, such as the production of high-level
technology and the concentration of financial services and institutions, generating therefore
economic, social, industrial and ultimately geopolitical stability for the benefit of all actors
connected to the country.
Overall, with this second stroke, Singapore means to increase its wealth and develop its
nation, capacity, resources and international gravitas, not forgetting to improve its own
security at the same time. In this sense, the second stroke achieves a shift in terms of
priorities, in which economic, diplomatic, technological and social development are the first
goal, serving at the same time the purpose of security as a secondary but not so far away
goal.
Friendly to All, Enemy of None: Is Singapore the Maximum Exponent of the
Democratic Peace and Regime Theory?
Singapore’s international approach to diplomacy is mainly cooperative and peacefocused[20]. Despite its larger GDP[21], stronger military alliances (with the US for
example) and technological development, Singapore remains a small city-state facing bigger
neighbors in case of conflict. Therefore, Singapore developed an international diplomatic
policy of “Friendly to All, Enemy of None”[22] to survive as a micro-state in the international
scene. This policy might be compared to the democratic peace theory as it promotes a
peaceful relationship between Singapore and its regional belligerent and bigger neighbors
such as Malaysia and Indonesia[23]. In order to be successful, and not being a full-scale
democracy (hybrid regime) by itself, Singapore adopted a dyadic approach to the
democratic peace, making no difference between democratic and non-democratic States in
its diplomatic and economic relations[24].
However, it can be argued that Singapore, as a hybrid regime, may not be associated with
the concept of Democratic Peace. Despite such feature, Singapore still represents, in many
aspects, a credible and successful representative of the Democratic Peace. Going further,
the country represents a true alternative in terms of governance, stability, prosperity,
international relations, social and economic development. In this sense, the country tops the
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world ranking highlighted in the Global Competitiveness Report from the World Economic
Forum since 2019, in which metrics such as health, infrastructures, environment,
institutions, skills, education, employment conditions and workers’ rights play a prominent
role in evaluating the country’s economy[25]. Therefore, it can be argued that despite being
a hybrid regime with a dominant – party syndrome, Singapore is performing pretty close to,
or even better than, traditional democracies, as highlighted in the Global Competitiveness
Report 2019. This implies that Singapore’s government succeeded in building a strong,
stable, sustainable and prosperous country despite being a dominant – party system.
In this sense, despite the political sacrifice of democracy as a cost of opportunity, this effort
has been materialized in a successful and innovative model, in which the People’s Action
Party (PAP) plays the dominant political party building governmental authority, stability and
consistency. Therefore, Singapore’s representation of the Democratic Peace may be justified
by the fact that the PAP appears to be largely approved by Singaporeans, as the party won
the 2020 general elections[26]. Nevertheless, it may be argued that Singapore is not a
democracy and thus the elections may be flawed. However, it is harder to argue Singapore’s
success since its independence, outperforming regional and international competitors,
leaving a clear legacy and an existential question for other countries: “What is the ultimate
purpose of government?”[27].
In this sense, as the goal was to achieve survival and reach a minimum level of security,
Singapore’s government efforts were oriented towards the creation of stability and make
use of opportunities and commonalities between states to create a fruitful cooperation. The
country was ultimately showing to the World that it is safe and profitable to work with them,
despite being an atypical country in many aspects above-mentioned.
This perspective is strengthened by the fact that Singapore has shown a strong belief in and
commitment towards international institutions, building supra-national protection against
its more powerful partners and bringing the necessary stability its cooperation agreements
needed to survive[28]. But not confident in its militarily weak situation in Southeast Asia,
Singapore nuanced its liberal policy with a strong realist component: military cooperation
with the US. In this sense, Singapore is friendly towards the US, perhaps in an attempt of
applying the shelter theory, and is definitely frustrating any regional threat to its
sovereignty[29][30]. It is a double protection in the end: an economically “necessary”
partner and protected militarily by a superpower.
Singaporean Geopolitical Pillars
To understand what the Singaporean interest in the Arctic would be, four geopolitical pillars
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have been identified: Geography, maritime sector, financial sector, and education sector.
Singapore is located right in a key junction of the main international sea routes between
Asia and Europe: Malacca. Being the shortest passage for maritime routes between East
Asia and Europe, Malacca is a heavy traffic and maritime strategic area as well as a
converging point between the Andaman Sea (Indian Ocean) and the South China Sea[31].
The development of harbor facilities, bunkering and a friendly policy towards shipping
positioned Singapore to get the most out of its geographic location: becoming a key harbor
within the main trade routes as it provides all the shipping-related services before entering
the Indian Ocean or the South China Sea[32]. Furthermore, the maritime sector is vital for
the country as it allows its industrial and manufacturing sectors to continue developing as it
is an important logistic factor for exports and imports. Alongside the maritime sector, which
constitutes up to 7% of its GDP[33], the financial sector was developed with tax-friendly
policies to attract foreign investments[34]. This policy would bring another nickname for
Singapore: the Switzerland of the East[35]. Bank secrecy and favorable tax policies, in
addition to its neutrality and stability, would lead Singapore to become a central
marketplace and one of the most economically competitive countries in the world[36]. But
Singapore did forecast future trends and saw that its citizens would have to follow the
country’s growing path, realizing as well that a highly educated population would represent
a strong asset to further development of the country. Education was a central social
component of the State’s social policy, increasing its budget every year and considerably
(up to 70% increase between 2007 and 2018)[37]. It is a way to mitigate or “compensate”
the regime theory approach to State, so population would not feel being apart and ignored
totally. We may find points of comparison with the famous Roman “Panem et Circenses”
(Bread and Circus), best analyzed by Fyodor Dostoevsky in his poem “The Grand Inquisitor”,
in which he describes how persons may bow down to the person who will give them
bread[38]. However, seduction of mind may constitute a barrier to this “power” given by
bread, but Singapore has found the way to achieve both: ensure social security and
prosperity (bread) and promote opportunities and provide a strong international status to its
citizens[39].
Global Role Translated in Arctic Affairs
Therefore, what are the possible interests of Singapore in the Arctic? According to the
previous short analysis, and in light of the recent developments in the Arctic (e.g., the
increasing in traffic and tonnage on the Northern Sea Route[40]), we may identify three
main fields of interest: diplomacy, shipping and natural resources. As it has been
highlighted, Singapore heavily relies on maritime industries. As the Arctic routes represent
a strong alternative (despite being still under development and facing great challenges),
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they constitute a direct threat to the traditional maritime routes passing via Singapore[41].
In this sense, there won’t be a total shift of traffic from these Southern routes to the Arctic
ones, as East Asia is still connected to other Southern regions that will continue passing
through Malacca Strait: the Persian Gulf and the oil fields; India; Africa; Eastern part of the
Mediterranean Sea and the Red Sea; etc. In addition, not all companies might be willing to
upgrade their fleet, which is very expensive (upgrade to or acquisition of Ice-Class vessels,
compliance with the Polar Code, subscribing to particular insurances for Polar waters,
paying the Russian fee for the Northern Sea Route, etc.), and may decide to continue sailing
the controlled and mastered Southern routes. But Singapore has a long-term economic
policy in which it tries to forecast all trends and diversify its assets[42]. In this approach,
Singapore follows the move towards the Arctic, where high level investments are required
and where opportunities and empty seats are still available. Russia is in need of foreign
investments for its mega projects on natural resources (e.g., Yamal LNG and Arctic LNG 2
have French, Chinese and Japanese investments[43]) and for developing infrastructures
such as bunkering, harbors, shipyards and trade centers, features in which Singapore is
specialized. We may notice the presence of the largest Asian maritime stakeholders like
China, Japan and South Korea in such projects (e.g., South Korean Samsung Heavy
Industries signed a partnership with Zvezda Shipyard in Bolshoy Kamen, Eastern Russia to
develop Arctic shipbuilding[44]), having developed an official Arctic policy[45]. But
Singapore has, probably in its flexible and “Friendly to All” policy, not issued an official
policy yet, but has developed structured and recognized by the Arctic Council strong
diplomatic ties.
However, it is participating actively within the Arctic Council’s Working Groups, as this is
the main entrance door for Observers to Arctic Affairs[46]. It demonstrates that Singapore
is seeking to strengthen its actions in the Arctic as a future trade place for natural resources
(according to a US Geological Survey report, large reserves of oil, gas and minerals are
untapped in the Arctic[47) and as a future maritime transit passage. Singapore has
developed, in its attempts to reach sustainability and prosperity, education and essential
diplomatic, maritime and financial positions that have been the key to be part of large
international ventures. The approach to the Arctic is no different. In this sense, Singapore
may bring via the Arctic Council’s Working Groups its knowledge power (experience,
expertise and education) as a diplomatic way, and its financial and industrial expertise
through the private sector for economic ventures. The lack of information regarding
Singapore’s moves in the Arctic might be attributed to the geopolitical challenges linked to
the region, where its two main partners are in an open front: China and the US (e.g., the
construction of airports in Greenland[48]). We might then raise awareness on the
Singaporean diplomatic policy: will the Friendly to All survive to the Arctic tensions? Will
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Singapore be able to keep its neutrality if its steps in Arctic diplomacy and industry? As
many Asian countries, governments may issue interventionist policies for their private
sector (e.g., the South Korean government urged the merger between Samsung and Daewoo
Heavy Industries shipyards[49][50]) to maintain international competitiveness. Singapore is
much of the same. Moreover, as a supporter of the regime theory with a dominant – party
syndrome, it is known to be highly interventionist[51].
Furthermore, Arctic challenges stress Singapore’s adaptability skills. Its natural economic,
political and geopolitical environments are strongly linked to its Asian geography. As a
region dominated by sovereign states (which apply a strict Westphalian conception of state
and a hard realist approach in the Arctic[52]), the Arctic will oblige Singapore to walk on a
thin line between the two facing blocs if it is willing to cooperate on Arctic affairs: East and
West. As a regional economic power in Asia, Singapore might be pushed by its neighbor
China to take its side, but the US might be willing to see Singapore as an ally or, at least, to
continue being neutral economic and diplomatically. However, Singapore may find
diplomatic ties in more neutral Arctic States such as Norway or Finland, States that have
been through the Cold War and survived to the East-West tensions adopting specific
diplomatic approaches such as the Nordic Peace for Norway[53].
Conclusion
Singapore has crafted, applied and enhanced a successful economic, political and social
model over the decades to reach the top of the ranking in terms of economy, international
influence and wellbeing. Despite the nuances between its national interventionist and
regime theorist policy, and its ultra-liberalist international approach, Singapore faces the
greater challenge of reinventing itself. Furthermore, a progressive shift of the maritime
sector to the Arctic might engage a third stroke in the Singaporean Engine. However, this
economic shift is implying a geopolitical shift in its international relations and to adapt to
Arctic diplomacy and the emerging opportunities. In this sense, Singapore will play in the
same arena as its two major partners: the economic China and the military US. Nonetheless,
the past ghosts of the Cold War are reappearing: nuclear accident in the Russian Arctic in
2019[54], China – US confrontation in Greenland[55], progressive military build-up in
Russia[56], aggressive Chinese Arctic policy[57], tensions around Svalbard between Russia
and Norway[58], to name but a few. In this sense, some of these Arctic challenges and
issues may highly benefit from the Singaporean diplomatic and pragmatic approach, giving
to Singapore a chance to promote itself as a problem solver. However, Singapore has to find
its narrow line to steer gently across the geopolitically stormy Arctic, avoiding losing its
neutrality, promoting cooperation and taking the most out of the new markets and economic
opportunities. To do so, Singapore may apply to Arctic affairs its savoir-faire and promote its
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own philosophy through its neutral economic and diplomatic approach, avoiding falling into
taking part in geopolitical issues that might have repercussions back in Asia. As a successful
path forward in a conflictive region, Singapore represents a lighthouse that may be used in
order to navigate the harsh Arctic affairs conditions: avoiding escalation, advancing
stability, and ultimately promoting new ways for all States to follow a peaceful cooperation
with mutual benefits and respect in the Arctic.
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